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Auxiliary News

Our $500.00 scholarship was presented to PAC
senior Madison Bunda. She is planning to attend
Iowa Lakes Community College in the fall majoring in nursing. She is also working as a CNA at the
hospital this summer. Congratulations Madison
and welcome to PCH!
The Auxiliary was able to donate a card table
and chairs along with an inflatable queen size
mattress to the hospice suite in memory of Betty
Bollard. We would once again like to thank Betty
for her years of service to our organization and
her family for honoring us with her memorials.
May was our hospital month celebration. The Auxiliary joined in the fun with mock margaritas for all
our amigos here at the hospital on May 5. We also
sponsored the annual uniform sale brought to us
by the Uniform Shop from Storm Lake.
Thank you to all those participating in our bulletin
board fundraiser this Spring. We have raised over
$1000. We are excited to announce our joint effort fundraiser with the Rotary Club scheduled for
August 21st. We will host a
dinner/dance at the Expo following the classic
car show on Main street. The classic summer meal
will consist of a grilled sandwich, chips, beans,
bar, and drink. The classic Senders will play for the
dance from 7-10PM. We are
excited to be on their roster for their 59th anniversary! Fireworks will follow to complete the classic
summer night. More details will be released as
plans are finalized.
As always, thank you to everyone for making our
hospital the success it is. We have much to be
thankful for and proud of!
Deb Ripperger
Auxiliary President

We are excited to announce a new role in the
PCH Business Office!
We have added an exciting new position to our Business Office team! Sarah Schultz has transitioned from her previous
position of Insurance Clerk to the Financial Counselor role. The Financial Counselor’s overall goal is to help patients with
their financial healthcare needs. This position will integrate nicely with the hospital’s new Point-of Service collection policy
going into effect July 1, 2021. With this policy, Business Office team members will begin collecting co-payments for visits
and asking patients to make partial pre-payment for some elective outpatient services. Educating patients about their
expected out-of-pocket costs before or at the time of their service will help them make more informed decisions about
their healthcare.
Seeking healthcare for an unexpected illness can be an unnerving experience itself, but when you consider the financial
aspect, it can sometimes seem overwhelming. Sarah is available to meet with patients to help them better understand
their insurance benefits and even get an estimate of what their financial liability is expected to be for an upcoming
procedure. This can help eliminate some of the surprise when bills arrive in the mail & help patients understand what it is
they are receiving a bill for. Sarah can also discuss payment options with patients if they are not able to make payment in
full & help them apply for Medicaid or assistance if they do not currently have health insurance. Sarah is excited to begin
her new role & will be a great asset to not only the hospital but all the patients we serve in the community. If you would
like to set a time to meet with her to discuss any of your financial healthcare questions, please call her at 712-335-3501 ext
2261.
Below are some common medical insurance term definitions to kick-start your financial healthcare literacy:
Co-Pay: The amount an insured person is expected to pay for a medical
expense at the time of the visit based upon the patient’s insurance plan
guidelines.
Deductible: The amount the patient must pay out-of-pocket for expenses
before the insurance company will cover the remaining costs, based upon
the patient’s insurance plan guidelines.
Co-insurance: After the deductible is met, the percentage the patient
shares with the insurance company, based upon the patient’s insurance
plan guidelines.
Out-of-pocket max: The amount that is the greatest dollar amount the
patient is obligated to pay during the year which includes co-insurance.
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New Employees

Bobbie Black
Lab

Madison Bunda
CNA, Unit Sec.

EMS Week was May 16-22

Employee of the Quarter
2nd Quarter Winner
Our second quarter winner of the
“Employee of the Quarter” award for 2021
went to Hanna Kies. Hanna is the
Administrative Assistant here at PCH.
Employees who voted for her feel she is
always friendly and cheerful. She is always
willing to help out and go the extra mile.
Hanna is on various committees, helps with
many projects and has great ideas for
PCH. She is dedicated to her work all while
having a positive attitude and a smile on
her face. A great addition and
asset to our team!
Hanna received a “star performer” pin and
a gift from the Select-A-Gift program. Her picture
will be hung up in the hallway by the business office.
Congratulations Hanna and good luck to the next
nominees!!

Thank you to the EMS Professionals who have been
on the frontlines during this pandemic year. Here at
PCH we would like to recognize all of our EMS
professionals for the selfless calling that makes EMS so
vital in our communities.
During EMS week the Pocahontas Ambulance
crews celebrated the week by visiting both Pocahontas Community School and the Pocahontas Catholic
School with 2 ambulances and crews. Students in
the elementary grades were each given tours of the
ambulance, treats, safety tips, and coloring books
that highlight the services provided by ambulances. Students were encouraged to ask questions and
showed a lot of positive enthusiasm towards the
ambulances and crews.
EMS week 2021
kicked off with its
annual EMS picnic
and the presentation of the Service
of Excellence
award. The Pocahontas Ambulance
Service is proud to
present this years
award to Paramedic Jodi Clausen! Congrats Jodi!

New Provider Starting Soon
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We are excited to announce starting August 2021,
Doctor Shane Kirkegaard will be joining our team
at UnityPoint Clinic in Pocahontas and Pocahontas Community Hospital. There will be more
information to come shortly! Stay tuned!

2021 Healthcare Foundation Scholarship Winners

Pocahontas Community Healthcare Foundation is excited to announce the recipients of our annual scholarships! Eight
PAC High School Seniors received $500 each this year.
Our 2021 Foundation Scholarship recipients are: Hailey Beschorner, Jadyn Peterson, Madison Bunda, Manon
Koezen, Josee Slama, Taelyn Blankenhagen, Trey Oehlertz, and Jordan Zuetlau. Applications were filled out by seniors
who are pursing a career in the health care field. These scholarships were made possible through generous donations
received from Kerry and Erin Peterson, Brent and Susie Aden, Servishare, Darwin and Becky Schossow, Rick and Kendra
Winegarden, Kevin and Kylie Maurer, and James and Julie Roetman.The Foundation Board would like to congratulate all
of the graduating seniors and wish them the best in their future endeavors!

Buena Vista University URMED Student Program

PCH has hosted Molly Barten, BVU Student. Molly was selected to be
part of the URMED (Undergraduate Rural Medicine Education and
Development) program. Molly followed our providers and departments for a week in May learning what it is like to work with patients
in the hospital, emergency room, surgery, specialty clinics and
ambulance.
Molly is a junior at Buena Vista University studying Biomedical
Science, and is a Zearing, Iowa native and Colo-Nesco
graduate. The URMED program that Molly was selected to
participate in is a partnered group consisting of Pocahontas Community Hospital, BVRMC, Stewart Memorial and Loring
Hospital. The program was started to give pre-professional
students a chance to see the opportunities available in rural
healthcare in hopes that after graduation from medical school they
continue to show interest in returning to the area to practice.
We were glad to have Molly with us in May and hope she learned a
few things from our great staff at PCH.

THANK
YOU!
Thank you so much to everyone who donated to our recent fundraiser for the Pocahon-

tas Hospital Comfort Care Suite and Hospice Foundation. With these recent donations,
we have been able to update this space to make it truly a home away from home with
more improvements to come in the near future. Already this year-2021, we have cared
for 9 patients and families in this suite; having experienced it personally as well as professionally, I know the families are very appreciative of this option. As many of you know,
Hospice under Medicare regulations do not cover room and board,
therefore, your donations also allow us to provide this space for those who do not have
the funds to cover that expense. This is a much needed level of care in our community and I am grateful to the hospital staff who give such great care , and to James and the
board who recognize the importance and support this effort. But most importantly, we all are
grateful to the “angels on Earth” who help to make it possible, your generosity is much
appreciated.
Please call me at 712-335-5217 if you have any questions about hospice care in Pocahontas
County. Sincerely- Rachel Olson, Hospice Liaison
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Wellness Counts

PCH Employees Celebrated Hospital Month in May
National Hospital Week was celebrated at PCH during the month of
May with employees enjoying different assortments of food made by
cafeteria staff and pizza. Hospital Staff enjoyed weekly games and
activites around the hospital. This was a much
desereved
week of celebration as the
last year hasnt
been easy. We
are excited to
move forward!

Back to the Future
Employee BBQ Event
On Wednesday, June 16th PCH employees celebrated with a “Back to the Future” BBQ event! We had a BBQ food truck
come on site for our employees and we enjoyed a photo booth and fun yard games! After a long year and a half we are
excited for some things to be getting back to “normal”. We are excited for the future and we aren’t looking back! The saying we used for our theme was...”Forget what’s gone, appreciate what remains, and look forward to what’s coming next.”
“Don’t look back. The future is forward!”

Northwest Iowa Urologists come to PCH Monthly
Dr. David Christ, MD., Urologist, has been practicing in Pocahontas sine 1991 and
is part of the NW Iowa Urologist group of Spencer, which joined in 1987. Dr. Christ
received his undergraduate degree at the University of Kansas in 1979 and went to
medical school and residency at Kansas University Medical Center. Dr. Christ and
his wife Jane have four children; Kevin, Jason, Jessica and Dascha. His hobbies
include golf, scuba diving and mountain climbing. Dr. Christ come to Pocahontas
Comunity Hospital on the third Monday of each month.
Bobbi Honkomp, ARNP practices with Northwest Iowa Urologist in Spencer. She
started out as a nurse in the office and later on got her Masters of Science in Nursing and is now practicing as a Nurse Practitioner. She specializes in Urology and
works with Dr. Christ. Bobbi received her Associates Degree in Nursing from Western
Iowa Tech Community College in 1997. She received her Bachelors
of Science in Community Health Education from Iowa State University
in 2011. Bobbi is married with two children, a son and a daughter. She
loves spending time with her family and friends.
To make an appointment with Dr. Christ or Bobbi please call: (712) 2626214 or get a referral from your doctor.

Nurses Week May 6-12
During the week of May 6 - 12, we celebrated Nurses
Week at PCH. We are blessed with some of the best
nurses here, and we appreceiate everything they do
for our patients and staff on a daily basis. Our nurses
celebrated with nursing banners hanging around the
hospital, bingo games, treats and each nurse was given a beautiful geranium to enjoy through the summer
months.
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UNDER CONSTRUCTION...

NEW EQUIPMENT AT PCH
Cardiac Rehab - LSI System

Cardiac/pulmonary rehab was able to upgrade their monitoring
system recently with the Iowa Cares money. We are seeing increase
in the number of Covid 19 recovered patients and this new system has
allowed us to closely monitor them and all our
patients. With clinical best practices at the forefront, LSI delivers leading
edge technology to maximize the time we spend with out patients.
Life System International ( LSI) offers automated tracking, robust
reporting and clinical flexibility that provide unmatched efficiency at
our fingertips which saves the staff time in their documentation process
which means better patient care. The new trenscenter allows us to be
Windows 10
compatible with increased security measures and interfacing possibilities to our Epic program which allows all providers and staff to see the rehab notes and rhythms in real time daily. This is
vitally important if any of our patients would
happen to need a trip to the ER. The updated pulse oximetry units allows us to let the patient enjoy a walk in the hallway
farther with continued ECG monitoring. The new system tracks and syncs both individual and program outcomes with
industry approved tools including all required performance measures. It records every beat of our patient’s rehab
program if desired and recall it at anytime for review.
LSI offers easy access and reliable customer support for the life of our equipment keeping us focused on what matters
most to us- OUR PATIENTS.

Fluid Warmer

A fluid warmer is used for warming fluids prior to being administered to patients. The fluid
warmer warms fluids to normal body temperatures. These warm fluids are usually given to
patients that have hypothermia whether it be from being out in cold weather for extend
periods of time or due to trauma.

ER Cots

PCH ED also received two (so now a total of 3) ER cots that are accommodating for taking x-rays. When patients have a suspected fracture and
require an x-ray, transferring them to radiology on a cart and over to the
imaging bed can be painful and difficult. These new x-ray friendly carts
allow for less moving and lifting of the patient which benefits both the
patient as well as the staff caring for the patient. X-ray images can be taken
with the portable x-ray machine while the patient remains on the ER cart
and the images can be transmitted electronically to the computer for the
radiologist and provider to view.

New Liquid O2 Bulk System

We replaced our old liquid O2 tanks and manifold for a brand new liquid O2 bulk system. This will be a huge asset to
us and less maintenance cost as the old system was becoming outdated.

New Ambulance Bay

Our new ambulance addition is looking great. We still have quite a bit of cement work to be done on the south side
of this ambulance addition. The CARES act funding allowed for a much-needed expansion and renovation for the
Pocahontas Community Hospital. The new addition located on the West side of the hospital will allow for a new
area to be used as a decontamination room. In this new room we will be able to shower multiple patients that may
have been exposed to a hazardous material. Additionally, we will be improving ambulance access to our hospital. Two new ambulance drop off bays will allow multiple ambulances to enter our facility at the same time. In the
event of another pandemic one of the drop off bays can be converted to a drive through testing site.

New Maintenance Storage Shed

Our new maintenance storage shed on the back side of the hospital is about done. This is going to be very nice for
hospital equipment storage. This storage shed is a great addition to PCH and will be here for many years to come.
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